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Lecture topics
1. Pre-industrial inequality with stagnant mean income and inequality
2. Industrial inequality with clear increase in mean income and Great
Levelling
3. Postindustrial inequality with still growing income but new increase
in inequality
4. Explaining mechanism and research results with multiple factors
impacting inequality
5. Summary
6. Literature

Kuznets waves – preindustrial phase

BEFORE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION – mean income stagnant, pre-industrial societies
EPIDEMICS
It kills indiscriminately all, but if those in
poverty are more than those in affluence
we can expect impact on inequality

NEW DISCOVERIES
Colonization of the Americas and discoveries of new
trade routes between Europe and Asia – influx of
the wealth e.g. gold from abroad and it goes to the
wealthy, inequality should rise

INVASIONS
If invaders are succesful then there is distribution
of benefits taken by looting those invaded and the
distribution of loses within those invaded
WARS
The mechanism of influence on inequality is destruction of the capital, in terms of
distribution of costs of war
• either most of the costs are borne by the rich and inequality decreases or
• the income of the poor falls below the subsistence level, in which case population
drops (that is less likely solution or less preferable: population decline is bad for rulers
and the rich in terms of wages and in terms of military force)

Malthusian waves
• Thomas Malthus (1766-1834) proposed the theory which connects
demographic factors, wages and poverty
1. Higher mean income and lower inequality (with real wages going up)
triggers
2. a population increase among the poor that, in turn,
1.
2.
3.

reduces their wages,
pushes inequality up, and
checks further population growth

• Mechanism: real wages increase => poor population increase =>
more workers => reduction in the real wages => poor population
decrease => real wages increase => poor population increase…

Kuznets waves – first industrial phase with
Great Levelling

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION – mean income and wages goes up systematically:
industrial societies

• Why inequality first rised?
• Structural change in economy (movement into a much more diversified and
productive manufacturing sector as Kuznets explained)
• Urbanization (more and more peole movig from poor rural to less poor urban areas)

• Why inequality started to decrease? GREAT LEVELLING by
• WELFARE - Benign mechanisms resulting from economic and demographic forces
• The supply of more-educated labor the demand for redistribution increased
• and return on capital went down (return on capital was always closely associated with higher
inequality)

• WARFARE - Malign mechanisms (negative events e.g. war, invasion)
• Wars through destruction of capital and higher taxes
• Revolutions i.e. civil conflict/war and resulting state breakdown, looting, destruction of
capital

Traditional and modern theories explaining Great Levelling (GL)
TRADITIONAL THEORIES (Kuznets, Jan Tinbergen)
The GL as a product of various economic forces:
1. a gradual end to the structural transformation
whereby most of the population moved into urban areas
(urbanization) and into manufacturing (industralization),
thus eliminating the rural/urban gap that is one of the
important contributors to inequality
2. increased schooling, which reduced the education
premium
3. the aging of the population, and thus greater
demand for social services (social security, nationalized
health) which in turn required greater taxation of the
rich
4. the need for greater social cohesion in the context of
wars, including the Cold War, which meant that financing
of wars should fall mostly on the rich

MODERN THEORIES (Piketty)
The GL as a product of a political factors not
economic ones:
1. the two world wars not only led to higher
taxes but also destroyed property and
reduced large fortunes

2. ensuing “shock” of socialist and
communist parties that, thanks to their
new-found political influence, introduced
much pro-labor legislation

Can inequality only be fixed by war, revolution or plague? A book
excerpt and interview with Walter Scheidel, author of “The Great
Leveler: Violence and the History of Inequality from the Stone Age
to the Twenty-First Century”… „throughout history, economic
inequality has only been rectified by one of the “Four Horsemen of
Leveling”: warfare, revolution, state collapse and plague”

Socialist and capitalist Great Levelling
SOCIALIST GREAT LEVELLING

WESTERN GREAT LEVELLING

Education and property ownership, the two most
powerful determinants of income in market, were
made irrelevant
1. Nationalization caused wage compression
(between low-skilled and high-skilled), and
influenced income distribution by abolishing
income from property (including land property)
and eliminating entrepreneurial return
2. Guaranteed jobs and thus the absence of
unemployment (with a few exceptions)
3. Widespread ratirement and disability pensions
by increasing coverage of social protection
4. Subsidization of staple goods (low prices)

Development of the redistributive policy
system with strong trade unions fighting
for higher wages
1. Higher taxes on the rich (progressive
income taxation)
2. Welfare state in transfers (retirement
and disability pensions, family
benefits) and services (health care,
education)
3. Unionization i.e. high share of
workers are members of trade unions,
which had an impact on wages

Socialist policies – Milanovic verdict
• Evaluation of the socialist experiment
• In terms of inequality reduction, undoubtedly success
• But in terms of growth and innovation, failure
• Reduction of productivity because of equalization of wages so lower incentives for
acquiring new skills and hard work
• Reduction of technological progress because of centralization is not good for innovation

• Three lessons from experiences of socialist states
1. There are limits to voluntaristic policies whereby inequality is reduced out
of step with economic conditions
2. Equality can be pushed too far: it discourages hard work, education, and
innovation
3. Ideology matters, and, contrary to the claims of modern institutionalists
concentrated political power does not necessarily entail concentrated
economic power

Evidence for
socialist countries:
lower level of
growth in 1970s
and 1980s

T. Vonyo, War and Socialism: Why Eastern Europe fell behind between 1950 and 1989, 2017

Kuznets waves – second industrial phase with
increase of inequality

SECOND TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION – mean income goes still up but
wages growth slowed down: postindustrial societies
• Three factors as determinants of the inequality upswing
1. TECHNOLOGY: Remarkable changes in information technology
• Strongly rewarded more highly skilled labor; drove up the share of, and the return to,
capital (Skill-biased Technological Change)

2. Globalization
• Increasingly opened the economies of rich countries to competition from China and India
which resulted less inequality between countries and more inequality within countries

3. SERVICE SECTOR: Rising importance of heterogeneous jobs in the service
sector
• Staffed by less qualified and worse-paid labor. On the other hand, some service sector
jobs, as in finance, were extremely highly paid

• What is reinforcing for these trends?
• Pro-rich policies e.g. reducing marginal income taxes for the rich

Possible explanatory factors for new increase of inequality
• High skill-biased technological change and globalization and resultuing
international competitiveness

• (existence of cheap labor in China and the rest of Asia ⇒ ) lower price of capital goods ⇒
technological change ⇒ replacement of routine (manual and cognitive) labor

• The role of capital income (both its rate of return and the increasing
capital-income ratio)
• Pro-rich policies: reduced marginal tax rates on the highest incomes and lower
taxes on capital (including tax avoidance by tax havens and other means)
• Behavioral changes, such as the greater prevalence of assortative mating, or
homogamy; marriages between partners who both have high skills and high
incomes
• Vaguely defined changes in ethical or pay norms, which allow for much wider
gaps between the pay of top managers and average workers
• The greater influence of the rich on the political process and thus on rule-setting
favorable to themselves (Study: Politicians listen to rich people, not you)

Pro-rich technological change
• The main characteristics of the technological change
• Technological progress as capital-driven
• Embodied in machines
• Demand for high and low skills
• Complementing high-skilled labor (and thus raising the wage premium) and/or
• Replacing low-skilled labor and thus producing the same effect of increasing the wage
gap

• All those factors seems to be pro-rich technological change: rising
incomes and wealth of those who have capital in the physical form or
in the form of skills

Evidence for diminishing of routine manual and cognitive jobs

https://www.stlouisfed.org/on-the-economy/2016/january/jobs-involving-routine-tasks-arent-growing

Thinking about changes in the world of work
How this might affect the world of work?

ILO Future of Work Centenary Initiative, 2017

Impact of COVID-19 on labour market in EU

Pro-rich policies and the welfare state
• What are pro-rich policies?
• Reducing tax rates on high personal incomes
• Taxing capital income at a lower rate than labor income (reduction of
corporate income tax)

• Are pro-rich policies explained by dissatisfaction from the welfare
state?
1. Official reason for pro-rich tax policies established: bloated welfare state
2. What happened: size of the welfare state intact or changed a little
• Conclusion: pro-rich tax policies established for other reasons than
diminishing the size of the state, better explanation is ICT and globalisation
making control and tax of capital very difficult

Why redistribution was not effective in reduction inequality growth?
• Pro-rich policies mean weaker or stable redistribution (reduced
marginal taxes, lower generosity of transfers etc.)
• Increase in market income inequality as a reflection of
1. higher wage dispersion
2. greater concentration of income from capital
3. association of high incomes from both capital and labor in the same
individuals
4. increasing homogamy in higher income and skill classes

• And the result is: Redistribution became slightly more important, or
more progressive, but it failed to offset the underlying increase in
market income inequality
For an explanation of redistribution failures in emerging democracies
see the last lecture’s literature and presentation

What about the future of inequality? New Great Levelling?
• Political changes that may produce higher and more progressive taxation
• Rising skill premium could be closed, especially in the United States, could
be closed by the rising supply of highly skilled workers
• The dissipation of rents from technological revolution. The revolution
progresses, other people and companies catch up with the early
innovators, rents are reduced or eliminated
• Income convergence at the global level, with wages in China and India
rising to come close to those in today’s rich countries
• Low-skill-biased technological progress: as high-skilled labor gets relatively
more expensive, there must come a point where production conducted
with less-skilled labor becomes more efficient
See also: Branko Milanovic writes that the coronavirus is reminding some of the world’s privileged what
it is like to experience its daily stigmas… Economic history shows epidemics are great equalisers.

Explaining mechanism and research results
with multiple factors impacting inequality

Explaining change from policies and institutions, globalization and technological change to
household adjusted disposable income inequality

Main drivers

Public services system

Taxtransfer
system

+ positive correlation
+/- mixed results
Divided We Stand: Why Inequality Keeps Rising, OECD 2011

Globalisation
Research results
for many
• Trade openness: largely
different
reported insignificant
equalising and
• Financial openness: insignificant
dis-equalising
or (sometimes) dis-equalising
factors
• Inward FDI: inconclusive
•
•

Outsourcing: inconclusive
Technological change: disequalising (especially at the
upper part of the distribution)

•

•
Forster and Toth
(2015), in: Handbook
of Income Distribution
(eds. Atkinson and
Bourguignon),
chapter 19 (p. 1804)

•

Evidence on inequality /
development relationship:
inconclusive, including for
enlarged country sample
Industry sector dualism:
generally not confirmed but
there may be issues of
knowledge sector dualism and
bias
Unemployment: dis-equalising

•

•

Unionization (coverage, density) and
wage coordination: largely
equalising, rarely insignificant
• EPL: equalising
• Minimum wages: (modestly)
equalising
• UB replacement rate: equalising,
rarely insignificant
• Tax wedge: inconclusive
Employment effects tend to off-set
inequality effects, except for EPL

Macro-economic structure
FDI – Foreign Direct
Investment
EPL – Employment
Protection Legislation
UB – Unemployment
Benefits

Political processes

Labour institutions and regulations

•
•
•

INEQUALITY
Demographic and societal structure
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education: largely reported
equalising
Assortative mating: dis-equalising
Female employment: equalising
Single headed households: disequalising
Age composition: inconclusive
Migration: inconclusive

•
•
•
•

Inequality: the structure of it
matters (via the position of the
pivotal voter)
Voter turnout: significant,
equalising especially if low income
voters are mobilized
Partisanship: equalising for Left
cabinet seats
Indirect effects (via institution
formation and redistribution):
sizeable but direction is
inconclusive
REDISTRIBUTION
Tax/transfer systems: equalising,
with great country variation
Reduction in redistributive
effectiveness: dis-equalising (since
1990s)
Cash transfers generally have larger
equalising impact than income taxes
(except decomposition calculations)
2nd order effects (disincentives)
offset but do not outweigh 1st,order redistributive effects

What we have learnt? Summary
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

In the preindustrial phase we had low and stable average income and non systematic rises and declines of
inequality
Epidemics, wars, invasions, new discoveries and colonisations of the preindustrial phase influenced
inequality via many mechanisms e.g. Malthusian waves
Malthusian waves was an early theory of interrelationship between real wages growth, population
growth and poverty
In the industrial phase there was an increase of average income and increase and decrease of income
inequality
The explanations of the inequality trends during industrial phase are economic (industrialization and
urbanization), demographic (ageing) and political (exogenous shocks of wars and revolutions, welfare
state)
Great Levelling (GL) had a socialist and capitalist version. Socialist GL was harmful for economic growth
and socialist economic and political system was dismantled
In the post-industrial phase average income is still increasing, but after Great Levelling income inequality
is growing again
The explanations of the rise of the inequality trends during post-industrial phase are economic (e.g. high
skilled-biased technological change, globalisation, rise of the service sector) and political (e.g. pro-rich tax
reforms)
Multiple factors’ impact on inequality was tested by research: globalisation, labour institutions and
regulations, political processes, redistribution, macro-economic structure, demographic and societal
structure. The results are mixed (equalising, dis-equalising and insignificant impact)

Required readings
• Reading 1: Kuznets Waves: A Definition excerpt from the book Global
Inequality: A New Approach for the Age of Globalization by Branco
Milanovic
• Reading 2: What Drove the Downswing of the First Kuznets Wave?
and What Is Driving the Second Kuznets Wave Up, and What Might
Drive It Down? from Milanovic's book
• Reading 3: Theoretical Approaches to Inequality in Economics and
Sociology. A Preliminary Assessment by Giovanni Guidetti, Boike
Rehbein

